MUFON Science Review Board Investigation
April 2012 – Triangle Sightings
Synopsis: At 0916 hrs on 04/14/2013 an email was received from the Star Team Director
requesting that this investigator review eleven specific sighting reports which occurred from
04/17/2012 to 04/26/2012. These reports consist of eight sightings from the MUFON CMS
and four sightings reported to NUFORC- National UFO Reporting Center. The MUFON cases
have been investigated previously and determined to be a “UFO-Unknown UAV” of a
triangular configuration. The objective of this investigation is to confirm that the unknown
objects are in fact triangular craft and determine if the triangle sightings are in any way
related.
Investigator: FI-13357, Star Team, Texas Section Director
Date: 04/27/2013

Exhibit 1 - above
The sighting locations are shown in Exhibit 1 above. This investigator received the image in
an email from the Star Team Director on 04/14/2013.

Due to the number of cases, this report will vary somewhat from the standard MUFON
report writing protocol.
To simplify this report of eleven sightings, each sighting will be assigned a Report number; 1
thru 11 in the order of occurrence. NUFORC reports will have the letter “N” following the
number and the MUFON cases will have the letter “M “.

Report 1M
MUFON Case #37562 04/17/2012 1200hrs Cleveland, Ok.
Below is the witness’ statement taken from the initial sighting report;
4-17-12 at around 1:00 AM I saw something I’ve never seen before. Here is my best description of the sighting. I
was outside having a smoke before going to bed when something caught my peripheral vision, at first it looked
like a HUGE bird gliding but it was a craft that looked somewhat triangular, best I could tell. It made absolutely
no audible sound, nothing, dead quiet. I would guess it was anywhere from 300 ft -500 ft high, was flying very
low and fairly slow. It looked as though it was gliding or floating effortlessly. A couple of things that really threw
me were, the two lights, one on each wing tip, looked as though you were shining a light thru a dense fog or
haze, there wasn’t a cloud in the sky, the lights did not look vivid or stark in contrast like you would normally see
on a aircraft, these had a sort of cloudy glow to them. Misty looking is a good description and possibly why the
craft itself looked cloaked or almost transparent to me, although, I could vaguely make out a triangle shape it
was not necessarily definitive as such, it also made it hard to judge altitude and size of the craft. My best guess
as to the size of the craft would be roughly 40ft -80ft in width and it seemed wider than it was in length. The
sighting only lasted maybe 10 seconds, my back was to the craft and I didnt see it approaching. I did not see it
until it was right above me. It disappeared very quickly and not by speed, almost as though someone turned out
the lights. I was not able to visually track it like you can a normal aircraft on a crystal clear night. It took me a
few minutes to process what I saw, My gut feeling is that this is military and not a alien craft, whatever the
technology was that I saw, it has definitely not been made public. flight path was similar to other craft I have
seen in the past.
This investigator conducted a 34 minute phone interview with the witness, Mr. Brad xxxxx,
on 04/24/2013 at 1756 hrs. The following is information discovered in that interview;
The witness confirmed the date and time of his report. Mr. xxxxx did not wish to give his
address but did state that his position was near the intersection of Forth Street and Santa
Fe in Moore, Oklahoma when he observed the object. The witness was outside smoking a
cigarette looking west when the object appeared from behind him moving from east
southeast to west northwest. The object was approximately 300 feet in altitude and made no
noticeable sound. The witness described the object as looking pixilated or cloaked and
believes the object uses some type of digital concealment technology. There was one white
light visible on what the witness assumed were each of the object’s two wing tips. The lights
appeared as though they were being observed through a fog even though the weather was
clear. The lights were not bright but seemed to be softened. There were no other lights
visible on the object. The witness observed the object for approximately 15 seconds. As the

object flew past the witness the lights faded out of sight. The object moved slowly. The size
of the object was such that a soccer ball held at arm’s length would have just covered the
object. The witness, a musician and writer, had never seen a UFO previously.
The witness stated that the path of the object was the same as traffic that sometimes fly’s
into Will Roger Airport but that the object in question was much lower than any craft he had
previously observed.
The witness phoned the Moore Police Department and the local newspaper and both told the
witness that they had received no other reports of an unknown object.

Exhibit 2 – above

Exhibit 3 - above

Mr. xxxxx stated that the object he observed had much the same appearance as a drone he
had recently seen in a video. The video was a US Navy test of a ship firing a laser cannon
and shooting down a drone craft. This investigator conducted an internet search and found
images of the drone which are shown in Exhibit 2 and 3.
Report 1M-Summary Conclusion:

Mr. xxxxx is a credible witness who did see some type of object. The witness believes
strongly that the object could have been some sort of triangular military drone. It is the
opinion of this investigator that Report 1M is a genuine sighting of some type of unknown
triangular craft.

Report 2M
MUFON Case #37585 04/18/2012 2130 hrs Newalla, Ok.
On 04/22/2013 at 1208 hrs this investigator conducted a 16 minute telephone interview
with the witness. The witness confirmed that the date of the sighting was 04/18/2013 and
that he was driving home on Interstate 40 from a college class.
The witness initially observed the object on I-40 when he was just north of Tinker Air Force
Base as one extremely bright light in the sky and thought the object to be a new cell phone
tower but then realized that would not be feasible that close to Tinker AFB. The witness
was traveling east on I 40 and at no time stopped his vehicle during the sighting.
The witness stated that he could definitely see the shape of a solid triangle object. The
triangle had three white lights in the corners which illuminated the bottom of the object.
The witness stated the lights did not project any type of beam and seemed to be more of
avoidance light. The three white lights appeared to all be the same size and the red light was
approximately half the size of the white lights. From the witness position the white lights
were slightly smaller than a match head held at arm’s length. The object appeared to be
black and the witness stated that if it would not have had lights the object would have not
been visible. The object had one red light in the center which consistently blinked on and
off at approximately two second intervals. The witness stated that the object was at a 65
degree angle above the horizon but had no information regarding the altitude of the object.
The object was the size of a half dollar held at arm’s length. The witness observed the object
when it was at somewhat of an angle and could not state with certainty that the object was
an equilateral triangle but did state that the shape was definitely not that of an exaggerated
arrowhead or boomerang. The witness believes the object was stationary the entire time he
observed it.
The witness thought the object to be extraordinary, difficult for someone to miss, and could
not understand why drivers were not pulled over on the side of the road to observe it. The
witness did not hear of a report regarding the object in the local media.
The object’s location was approximately 6.5 miles east of Tinker AFB. At the time of the
sighting the wind was from the south southeast which would be against common practice if
the object was inbound on a base leg to land at Tinker AFB. The object could have departed
from Tinker AFB, made a left hand turn out over the less populated surrounding area. Still,
the witness maintains the object was stationary the entire time of the sighting.
The witness is a computer technician for a Department of Defense contractor that supports
aircraft on Tinker AFB. The witness stated that he was familiar with aircraft and had
knowledge of what the B-2 Bomber lights looked like and that the object was definitely not
the B-2.

Exhibit 4 - above
This investigator sent the witness a follow up email with two images of triangle craft for his
review. Exhibit 4, above was identified by the witness as being most like the object he
observed and his comments regarding the image are in his return email below.

Hi xxxxx,
It was a pleasure talking with you. I am personally suspect this is some sort of unmanned military platform but
I am not aware of anything that we have that looks like this and has the ability to hover. I do have an open
mind and until one is revealed to the public by the military or one crashes that is made public, we will never
know for sure.
As I said, I have been a DoD contractor at Tinker AFB since 19xx and working around all kinds of military
aircraft. This was nothing like I have seen. I currently work for a contractor that supports the xxx Bomber and
Drone aircraft platforms and again, this is nothing like our xxx or any drone I have seen. We do have a
triangular drone but this was easily much larger and did not fit the shape or landing light patterns and our
triangle cannot hover.
The picture with the white lights in the corners and the red light in the center is the closest. The red light I saw
was small, very bright, and flashing at about 2 flashes per second. The white lights did not project a beam but I
could see that they lit up the bottom side of the craft and the bottom seemed smooth black metallic reflecting
some of the light from the surface. Feel free to contact me anytime at my cell phone. Also, I’ve included my
other phone numbers;
Thanks,

Exhibit 5 - above
Exhibit 5 depicts information compiled from the witness interview regarding his position
during the sighting.

Exhibit 6 - above
Knowing that the witness was at least familiar with this craft, this investigator emailed the
witness the above image (Exhibit 6) of the X-47B asking if this craft could have been the
object he observed.
The witness emailed this investigator the following email response;
It was not. It had to be much larger than our drone you have attached. I know how large that is and the drone
would have been so close that I would have seen the movement and I know for sure, it does not hover perfectly
still. I would guess it was 5 to 10 times larger than the drone. Like i said before, since I dont know what craft
that was I can't be exact.
Take care.
The specifications below were taken from the Wikipedia Website;

Specifications (X-47B)
•

Crew: None aboard (semi-autonomous operation)

Length: 38.2 ft (11.63 m)
Wingspan: 62.1 ft extended/30.9 ft folded[25] (18.92 m/9.41 m)
Height: 10.4 ft (3.10 m)
A craft five to ten times larger than the X-47B would have been 190 feet long and 310 feet
wide at a minimum. By comparison the B2 Bomber is 69 feet long and 172 feet wide.
Therefore is it likely that the witness statement is inaccurate regarding the object he
observed being 5-10 times larger than the X-47B.
•
•
•

A second telephone interview of 30 minutes was conducted with the witness on 04/24/2013
at 1000 hrs. Information from that interview is given below;
The witness stated that he had been considering the altitude of the object he observed. The
witness compared the object to the height of kites he flew as a teenager and reached the
conclusion that the object he observed was approximately 500 feet in altitude. The witness
did not experience any fog like appearance as described in Report 1M. The witness stated
that the object he observed was definitely not a helicopter but it was definitely stationary.
The witness stated again that he observed three white lights on one solid object and that it
was definitely not three separate objects. The witness stated that he knows what the drones
look like and that the object he observed was not a drone he was familiar with. The stealth
drone, the X-47B was not what the witness observed because the object he saw was larger
than the X-47B. When asked about Report 1M where the object observed appeared to have
some type of digital concealment technology the witness told this investigator that he had no
knowledge of such capability and that the object he observed was not concealed in any way.
The witness assumed that the object he observed was some type of military craft but
wondered why he could not recognize the light configuration and why or how it could be
stationary. The witness passes by the location where he observed the object every day on
his way to work and can see no tower of any kind or reason for the sighting of a stationary
object.
The witness stated that his company supports the drone aircraft and stated that the Army
plans on putting 30,000 drones in the air at some point which will put the number of
drones that will be stationed at Lawton, Oklahoma at Fort Sill at 90,000. The witness then
stated that MUFON will likely be very busy when this takes place. The army will have
30,000 drones in the air at all times as part of a national surveillance system. The drones
will have the technology to see where a person is in their house and if the person has a
weapon by the use of radar and heat signature technology. Primary use will be in
conjunction with law enforcement. The witness stated that the suspect caught in the boat
(Boston Marathon Bomber) was located when a helicopter flew over and his signature was
recognized inside the boat. This technology is seen in Exhibit 7.

Exhibit 7- above
When asked by this investigator, the witness stated that to perform maintenance on a
drone, pilots sometimes fly the aircraft in and sometime it is transported in by truck. The
witness also stated that the drone fleet used in the US will likely not be the stealth drone
but the less expensive non-stealth craft. The witness does have knowledge of classified
material and told this investigator that he could not discuss certain information regarding
stealth technology.
The witness did not offer information related to the subject found in the New York Times
Article below (Investigator’s note; this is a correct sentence);
Two years ago, the problem with the Air Force's B-2 Stealth bombers, which cost $2 billion apiece, was that their radar
could not tell a rain cloud from a mountainside.
Now the problem is that the B-2 cannot go out in the rain.
The investigative arm of Congress reported this week that the B-2, the world's most expensive aircraft, deteriorates in
rain, heat and humidity. It ''must be sheltered or exposed only to the most benign environments -- low humidity, no
precipitation, moderate temperatures,'' said the report by the General Accounting Office.
The report said that the skin of the plane cannot handle the heat or the damp or the rain. That skin, made of
thermoplastics and composites transparent to radar, is supposed to help give the bomber its much-touted radar-evading
''stealthy'' qualities.
Without that stealthiness, the plane is less than the unique technological achievement the Air Force has claimed it to be.
And with these problems the plane cannot be deployed overseas, where it would be needed in battle. The Air Force issued
a statement today saying that, for now, it will cancel plans to station the bombers overseas. ''It would be difficult to
operate the B-2 from a deployed location,'' the Air Force statement said.

The witness stated that there exists anti-sound technology used in stealth helicopters that
produce an exact copy of the sound in reverse and that this technology cancels out the
noise made by the helicopter and allows it to fly silently. It is an exact copy of the sound in
reverse, somewhat of the anti-sound the helicopter produces and the result is a silent
helicopter. The witness stated that this was old technology and has been used for years.
When asked by this investigator regarding the probability of a highly top secret craft of some
sort being flown into Tinker AFB, the witness replied that anything is possible, but that the
chance is 99.9 percent unlikely for a classified top secret craft to be flow to Tinker AFB.
Such a secret craft would likely only be flown only at a remote base. The witness stated that

Tinker could likely repair or maintain any craft that landed there if they had the parts but
that Tinker AFB does not have any missions related to experimental aircraft that he was
aware of and stated that Tinker AFB is expanding and is a super Air Logistics Center and
does more maintenance work than any ALC in the world.

Exhibit 8- above
Exhibit 8 was email to the witness to ask if the object he observed could have been in the
image. The witness stated he was not aware of any craft of that type existing.
This investigator told the witness that he should join MUFON and become an investigator.
The witness was very interest and will go to the website and explore it.

Report 2M-Summary Conclusion:

The witness name was omitted from this report.
The witness stated, “I don’t know what I saw and I know I’ve seen a lot of stuff and for me to
not know what that is, is pretty amazing to me. Because for me to come up with something
that I’ve never seen before, that’s really cool...... To actually see something that you’ve never
seen before, and you’ve seen a lot of stuff…..it just peeks my interest……For me to find
something that I’ve never seen before sitting there in the air perfectly still, to me it’s
shocking. It’s amazing.”
It is the opinion of this investigator that the witness is a highly credible witness and did see
some type of object. As an employee of a Department of Defense support contractor, the
witness is familiar with military craft and many of the military drones. The witness believes
he observed some type of unknown military drone that has the capability to remain
stationary or hover. It is the opinion of this investigator that Report 2M is a genuine
sighting of some type of unknown triangular craft.

Report 3M

MUFON Case 36704 04/19/2012 2305 hrs Van Alstyne, Tx
This case was originally assigned to this investigator on 04/20/2012.
Below is the witness’ original statement from the sighting report;
Short Description of UFO Event: Large Triangle craft with very odd light configuration
and a large ruby colored light center mass
Detailed Description of the UFO Event:
I had just moved my pickup to the north side of my drive to allow room for my son to
park when he arrived. I have a pair of 10 x 50 Binoculars I keep in the truck , and
had had them out earlier in the day.
When I moved the truck I placed the caps back on them (binoculars) and put them back
into their case , and laid them in the passenger seat. Once the truck was parked I
exited the truck walking behind it to avoid a muddy spot located at the front of the
truck. After coming around the rear of the truck I was facing east , and noticed two
very bright lights.
At first glance I thought they were stars but quickly noticed they were moving from
southeast to northwest. It proceeded to go behind some low clouds and I lost sight of
it. I grabbed the 10x50 binoculars I had just put away and when the craft exited the
clouds again I was able to get a good look at it. It had a strange light configuration
with three unevenly placed lights on the leading end and two small dim lights located
at what I believe was the tip of the wing ( or the two rear points of the triangle
shape) no tail light was visible at anytime. Located near center mass was a large ruby
colored light that did not flash or blink at anytime.
I was able to get a freind to come out and see the object before it slipped behind the
cloud bank and was out of sight. Their was absolutely no noise coming from the craft.
My freind is former military , and estimated it to be not more than 20,000 feet up.
Also their was a small prop driven plane passing to the northeast at the time of the
sighting. I could hear its engines , but they werent that loud due to the distance it
was from my location.

This investigator conducted a telephone interview with the witness at 1920 hrs on
04/20/2012. Mr. Young was moving his truck in his driveway when he noticed two starlike lights in the east. He initially believed the objects were two stars until he realized they
were moving closer. At the time he noticed the object he also noticed a small aircraft
northeast of the object. Mr Young does not believe the aircraft was related to the object he
observed. As the object went behind a cloud, the witness retrieved his 10 x 50 binoculars
from his truck and observed the object. The witness stated that with the binoculars he was
able to tell that the object was large and triangular. The altitude was such that he could
not see details of the object such as the actual skin or surface. At this point Mr. Young
called for a friend that was inside and he (and unnamed male who wished to remain
anonymous) also saw the object. The object was just north of being directly overhead. When
overhead the object was the size of a baseball when held at arms length.
The triangle object was an equilateral triangle. The witness stated that there were three
white lights on the craft. He observed two lights on the left and one on the right leading

edges of the craft. The witness stated that it was an odd configuration as if one of the lights
on the right side was out. This right side light may have been brighter than the others.
There were also slightly smaller lights on each of the trailing corners. In the center was a
ruby red light. This light appeared to be at least three times larger than the white lights.
The witness described the lights as navigation lights and not spot lights. All of the lights
observed were constantly on and did not blink.
The witness stated that he heard no noise associated with the craft. The witness stated that
he could not be sure of the altitude. He stated that the object was lower than the typical
aircraft inbound in the flight path towards DFW Airport.
The witness stated that from the time the object was initially seen to the time it was last
seen was approximately three minutes. It should be noted that the witness resides in a
rural area.
Report 3M-Summary Conclusion:

The witness in this case observed what he believed to be a triangle craft using 10 x 50
binoculars. The witness stated that the object made a turn towards the northwest just
ahead of the approaching clouds. The weather at the time of the sighting was clear but a
system was moving into the area and within hours of the sighting thunderstorms occurred.
It is the opinion of this investigator that Report 3M is a genuine sighting of some type of
unknown triangular craft.
Report 4N
NUFORC Case 04/22/2012 0015 hrs Ft. Worth, TX.
Triangle without lights. Large grey UFO flies with no sound. I was sitting out in my backyard, watching the
meteor shower we were having. If my eyes had not been fixed on the sky, I would have missed it. The UFO was a
Grey color, almost blending into the sky behind it. It was a strange shape, and it was flying pretty low (I can't
say how many feet). What struck me was the fact that there were no lights and it made absolutely no sound as
it was flying. I honestly couldn't believe what I was seeing. I have never reported anything like this before, and
felt really silly telling my friend who was on the phone what was happening to me, but I've never seen anything
like that before. It was unbelievable.
The NUFORC website states that this witness wishes to remain “totally anonymous” and
gave no contact information.
Report 5N
NUFORC Case 04/22/2012 0215 hrs Lewisville, TX.
Glider without lights. I did see a UFO!!!! NO KIDDING!!! Had No Lights on it and looked like a big Glider. Made
no sound at all and was really kind of hard to see.If I had not been looking for Stars would have never known it
was there.. I saw it for about 30sec before it went behind a big church we have near by. I ran to the other side to
try and see it again. It was gone. VERY STRANGE!! We should be having a meteor shower tonight.. That was
what I was looking for. No Lights no sound Looked man made like a Air Glider but this was after 2am and a very
clear night.

Reports 4N & 5N Summary Conclusion:

Reports 4N & 5N are both NUFORC cases and the only information available was submitted
with the sighting report. The witnesses are unknown and could not be contacted. Although
there is no definitive evidence, this investigator concludes that, NUFORC Report 4N and 5N
could be related because the sighting were two hours apart and of the same general
description; no lights, silent, and blending into the sky. While the exact sighting locations
were not shown on the NUFORC web page, the cities of Fort Worth, Texas and Lewisville,
Texas are located only approximately 20 miles apart. These two reports could be migrating
birds or an actual hard triangle craft. To make a determination in these cases without a
witness interview is pure speculation. Because of the lack of credible information, Reports
4N and 5N cannot be considered as related to the triangle sightings in this case.

Report 6N
NUFORC Case 04/23/2012 2100 hrs Richardson, TX.
The only information given on the NUFORC website is:
Triangle with yellow-orange lights.
First time to observe such an object in the sky
Fast flying object travelling from south to north parallel along plano road.
Object lights emitting a yellow, orange color.
Observer was sitting in his backyard looking for satellites in the sky at this time.
This investigator believes that the most significant information offered in this report is not
the interpretation by the witness of the object as being of a “triangle” configuration but that
the object appeared to be “emitting a yellow, orange color”.
It is the opinion of this investigator that the witness actually observed the planet Venus.
The witness looking to the west saw Venus appear to be moving horizontally. This
investigator concludes that due to auto-kinesis, Venus’ strange and unusual appearance in
late April, a mistake in judgment, or all of the above, the witness was simply mistaken in
their assessment of the object’s movements.
Venus has been described in MUFON sighting reports as pulsating, moving left and right,
up and down, disappearing and reappearing again, flying in the sky, following the witness
while driving their vehicle, etc... Venus does many things in the eyes of UFO witnesses.

This investigator conducted a search of the NUFORC web site and discovered that from
04/22/2012 to 04/26/2012 NUFORC had no less than 11 sightings from the southern
United States describing the same yellow-orange lights as the witness in Report 6N.
The following report is one such sighting reported in Florida the same night as Report 6N.
Occurred : 4/22/2012 21:00 (Entered as : 04/22/12 21:00)
Reported: 8/9/2012 9:06:19 AM 09:06
Posted: 8/19/2012

Location: West Palm Beach, FL
Shape: Sphere
Duration:~5-10 minutes
Bright pulsating Orange/Red light vanishing and re-appearing for a few minutes.
On the night of April 22nd, 2012, around 9:00pm, I was looking at the moon with binoculars, and noticed a bright
red/orange flashing/flickering/pulsing light. It was much brighter and larger than other stars, so I figured it was a plane
or something like that. But I can recognize a plane's green and red blinkers, and it's steady movement; this was not a
plane. bent slightly.
I was simply amazed at what I had just seen, so I kept looking at the sky, but eventually clouds moved in, and the object
never re-appeared.
I went online to do some research the next day, and sure enough, one lady in the area has caught it on film and uploaded
to youtube. (unfortunately, the video is of poor quality and hardly shows a faint but bright red light flickering slightly
before disappearing) I've contacted this person, and I found out that she was looking in the same direction, at the same
time I was.
My brother claims to have seen the light return the next day, although I wasn't in the area at the time, so I can't confirm
this.
Interestingly enough, both Texas and Georgia also reported bright orange/red lights around 9:00pm on that same night.
I am under the impression that this object may have been the very same, headed for the Gulf, giving each state a
different point of view.
The color was distinctively bright dark red, and bright orange (it would seem to alternate between the two, but definitely
red and orange could be discerned clearly). I looked at it for a few minutes, then realized it was actually moving slightly,
and would temporarily completely vanish for a moment, only to reappear at a slightly different location.
This process of 'pulsing' red/orange and 'vanishing' to re-appear close by continued for a few minutes. The very last time
it vanished, I could've sworn i saw it 'release' some sort of a trail, similar to a meteor tail, but it was a red-streak, and

The following article was discovered on www.earthsky.com and offers supporting
information that Venus was not just bright but extraordinarily bright because of its
positional relationship to the Earth and Sun in the later part of April, 2012.
By Deborah Byrd in
Tonight | Astronomy Essentials on Apr 29, 2012

Why was Venus so bright in late April and early May 2012?

Venus is at its brightest in late April and early May 2012. It’s so br
But why so bright?
Many people have noticed the brightness of Venus in April 2012! Have you? If not, no matter where you are on
Earth, look in the west after sunset. You might agree that Venus – the brightest planet and generally the thirdbrightest object in the sky after the sun and moon – is exceptionally bright right now. It’s so bright that many

will look up and be surprised to see it. Some will report it as a UFO. Why is Venus so bright right now? The fact is
that Venus is brightest around late April and early May 2012 for this evening apparition. Astronomers used to
call this a greatest brilliancy for Venus. Now they often refer to it as Venus’ greatest illuminated extent, which is
much less romantic-sounding, but, granted, more descriptive.
How bright is Venus now? Veteran skywatcher Patricia Smith said on our Facebook page: WOW. I have never
seen a star as bright as Venus is right now! Northwest Arkansas, 9:55 pm. … a great view of the moon and
Venus. W O W
The key to the brightness of Venus now is that it’s about to pass between the Earth and sun. That passage will
occur on June 5-6, 2012, and at that time Venus will move from the evening sky to the morning sky.

Exhibit 9 above depicts the Phase of Venus on April 24, 2012
So Venus is more or less on the same side of the solar system as Earth right now. The distance between our two
worlds is not as small as it will be in early June, but it’s relatively small in late April and early May. That’s one
key to Venus’ brightness now. It’s relatively close to Earth, preparing to pass between us and the sun on June 56.
Yet – in what seems like a paradox – a telescope would reveal Venus now as a waning crescent. It looks like a
tiny, featureless crescent moon. Because the orbit of Venus lies inside of Earth’s orbit, Venus goes through
phases, much like our moon. Surprisingly, Venus’ disk appears only 28% illuminated around now, as seen from
Earth. Venus always appears at its brightest when it’s about one-quarter illuminated.
How can Venus be shining at or near peak brightness when we’re seeing only a portion of its lighted
hemisphere?
The answer is that – when Venus appears full as seen from Earth – it’s always much farther away, on the far
side of the sun from us. That’s the only place it can be in order for its fully lighted disk to be facing our way. Full
Venus = more distant Venus = fainter Venus overall.
In late April and early May 2012, Venus is on the same side of the sun as Earth … remember? True, a portion of
the day side of Venus is turned away from us, and we see a crescent Venus. Yet Venus on the same side of the
sun as us, and therefore closer. A telescope would reveal the crescent, but it would also show the crescent of
Venus is very large right now. Thus Venus is brightest now.
In the week of April 30, 2012, Venus will shine at its maximum brightness of -4.6 magnitude. How bright is that?
That’s about 70 times brighter than Arcturus, one of the brightest stars in all the heavens – now in the eastern
part of the sky at nightfall. If you’re in the Northern Hemisphere – where Venus stays up for a few hours after
nightfall – it might be possible to notice shadows cast by Venus. You’ll have your best chance to see shadows
cast by Venus once the moon leaves the evening sky, starting the second week of May.
So look for Venus in late April and early May 2012. Just go outside after sunset, and look in the direction the sun
went down (west). You can’t miss Venus shining there, low in the sky. It will dazzle you!

Exhibit 10 - above
Exhibit 10 was taken from the Stellarium Website by this investigator and depicts Venus at
the date and time of the sighting in Report 6N in Richardson, Texas (the witness location)
approximately 28 degrees above the horizon.
Report 6N-Summary Conclusion:

It is the opinion of this investigator that the witness in Report 6N actually observed the
planet Venus. Report 6N is not related to the triangle sightings in this investigation.

Report 7N
NUFORC Case 04/24/2012 2330 hrs Highland Village, TX.
Boomerang shape with dim lights.
Saw boomerang shaped, low-flying craft gliding at high rate of speed; shooting star immediately followed
At approximately 10.30 pm CST I was in my backyard trying to coax my cat down from the patio roof. I live in
the flight path of an international airport so it’s quite normal to see low-flying airplanes moving overhead, and
at first, that’s what I thought I saw. However, the object in the sky that I observed was traveling at a high rate
of speed, and, with the light pollution making its outline visible, I could tell it was boomerang shaped. Several
dim lights emanated from its undercarriage. This “craft” was flying quite low, much lower than typical
airplanes, and it was silent as it glided overhead. I ran onto my walkway and could still see the craft, which kept
its rate of speed. As it disappeared towards the east, (meaning, I couldn’t see its outline as it faded into the
darkness), I was startled by a shooting star that seemed to have streaked into the craft’s path. I do not believe
this was an airplane or a bird. I have never seen anything like this and I tend not to jump to conclusions, but this
was just very, very odd.
While investigating NUFORC Report 7N, this investigator conducted a search of the MUFON
CMS and discovered MUFON Case #37732 which occurred 15 minutes before and 15 miles
south of Report 7N. The actual time entered by the witness in the sighting report was 2215

hrs. This case was investigated by MUFON Field Investigator John xxxx and the
information below is taken from the MUFON Field Investigator’s Report of that case.
“Around 2200 on 4/24/12 I was in the back yard facing west I noticed a commercial aircraft heading north with
its landing lights on as we are near DFW airport and have several flight paths for DFW and Love field. I then
noticed 2 aircraft at a higher altitude heading north northwest. They appeared to be military as the aircraft
were in very close proximity to each other and one overtook the other. I then noticed several more of the same
type of aircraft, they had the same distance from wingtip to wingtip and had strobes and beacons on, some
were on a straight line path while others banked and turned and appeared to have no designated flight plans
and none of the aircraft created a contrail. A total of eight of these aircraft were initially observed. I then
noticed an object starting about 70 degrees fly directly overhead at 90 degrees. At first glance I thought it may
be a flock of geese, as it was in a V formation, when I looked closer it appeared to be in a boomerang shape and
a type of fog enveloped the object but was not traveling fast enough to create a wilson cloud. Approximate
altitude was hard to judge but I would say 500-1000ft and speed was around 150-200mph There were no lights
on the object it was completely silent and was only lit by ambient light. As it headed off into a northerly
direction it appeared to fade out. Subsequent to this sighting there were more of the military aircraft in the area
and no more commercial aviation seen in the area for over an hour.”

During the witness interview the witness stated;
“My first impression is that they were geese, which I have seen before flying at night and you
do hear them honking. I then thought maybe it was a swarm of insects but as I focused more
intently it seemed to be a rolling cloud in a boomerang or V shape that was definitely some
sort of condensation cloud that was moving and was only lit by ambient light, also at this time
and location there was not much city noise as its fairly quiet.”

Exhibit 11 - above
Exhibit 11 was taken from the Ducks Unlimited Website and depicts the springtime Central
Migration Route.

Exhibit 12 – above
Report 7N-Summary Conclusion:

In the original investigation of MUFON Case 37732, MUFON Investigator xxxxx determined
that the witness first impression was correct and that the witness actually observed
migrating birds. In both sightings the witnesses described the object as a boomerang shape
at relatively low altitude and silent. Exhibit 12 above was taken from Google Earth by this
investigator and depicts the close proximity of Colleyville and Highland Village; just 15 miles
apart. The Colleyville sighting was reported to be at 2215 hrs and the Highland Village
sighting at 2230 hrs. It seems highly unlikely to this investigator that neither a military nor
an unearthly craft would attempt to fly an aircraft through airspace of the forth busiest
airport in the world (in terms of aircraft movement). Colleyville is three miles and Highland
Village is 8 miles from DFW International Airport. In conclusion, it is the opinion of this
investigator that in both of these cases the witnesses actually observed migrating birds,
possibly the same formation, flying north in the annual spring migration. Report 7N is not
related to the triangle sightings in this investigation.

Report 8M
MUFON Case 37762 04/25/2012 1400 hrs Pawhuska, Ok.
Below is the witness’ initial statement taken from his sighting report:
Me and 2 men, ages 75, 68 and 35 were standing around talking about the ground we were grading, when the
68 yr man witnessed a flash in the sky, we turned and watched the object for about 25 seconds. it pulsated,
flashed and was waiting for it to move but it dissipated without a trace.

This investigator conducted a phone interview with the witness, Mr. James xxxxx, on
04/24/2013 at 1831 hrs. The following information was discovered from the interview;
Mr. xxxxx confirmed the time and date of the event and stated that he was talking with two
other individuals outside the Osage Casino in Pawhuska, Oklahoma when one of them
noticed an object in the sky at a heading of approximately 350 degrees from their location.
The object may have been moving slightly (quote the witness) “out of our atmosphere”. The
object was at an angle above the horizon of between 45 and 90 degrees. The object seemed
to increase in intensity, then dimmed slightly, then increased again and then gradually
faded from view. The object was observed for approximately 25 seconds. The object was of
a size that half the size of a BB would just cover the object.

Exhibit 13 - above
This investigator received Exhibit 13 from the witness depicting the witnesses positions,
direction of view (on the left) and a like image of the object that they observed (on the right).

Report 8M-Summary Conclusion:

Stellarium Software shows the sun at the time of the sighting to be at 205 degrees and 65
degrees above the horizon. With the unknown object at approximately 350 degrees and 50
degrees above the horizon the object could have been a reflection of an aircraft or other hard
object. While this report has all the characteristics of an Iridium Flare, the Heaven’s Above
website shows no Iridium Flare at that time of day. While the identity of the object is
unknown, there is no indication that the object was a triangle craft. Report 8M should not
be considered related to the other triangle sightings in this investigation.

Report 9M
MUFON Case 37753 04/25/2012 2200 hrs Norman, Ok.
UFO over OU Campus April 25. I was at Bishops Landing Apts. In Norman, OK, which is directly behind the OU
football stadium. It was around ten o clock, and two of my friends and I were having a cigarette outside their
front door. This was on the second story of a three story apartment complex, and our view of the sky is quite
limited due to an apartment wall in front of us. My friend Haley was the first to point it out, she later told me
that she had been watching it for a few seconds already before bringing attention to it. The other friend of
mine, Ryan, and I both immediately saw the object once we looked up. It was no more than 75 feet above the
roof of the building, not quite directly over our heads but instead at about 80 degrees above the horizon. I only
watched it for about ten seconds before was out of my line of sight, but I got a decent look. There were no lights
on the object at all, but being so close I could easily make out an outline. It was somewhat boomerang shaped,
but a bit thicker in the middle. I could also make out circles on the underside of the craft, probably the where
the lights would be if they were turned on. I would guess it to be about 25 feet long, and since I was only able to
see the underside of the craft I cant give much detail about the dimensions other than that. It was also moving
at a rapid rate of speed, probably a couple hundred miles an hour, but being so low in the sky it looked like it
was moving very fast. When I fist saw it, it came at us from SW headed NE. But it made a turn (this was
immediately after I looked at it) toward the north and continued that direction. It also made absolutely no
noise. There was no noise interference around us at all, the place was dead silent. If there was even a slight
hum coming from this object, we would have heard it. I made this report because this was right in the middle of
campus, I am just hoping other people saw this and report it. I have always been interested in this subject, and I
consider myself very privileged to have seen this. There is no doubt in my mind my friends and I saw something
extraordinary tonight. One last weird thing, not even a minute after we lost sight of the craft my car alarm
started going off. I am sure its unrelated, but by then we all were getting the chills. Thank you for reading, and
everyone keep your eyes on the sky

Exhibit 14 - above

Exhibit 14 was created from Google Earth. This image depicts the location of the witness at
the time of the sighting; 333 E Brooks St in Norman Oklahoma. This location is across the
street from the University of Oklahoma football stadium and is 2.6 miles from the Max
Westheimer Airport (owned by the university). The witness stated that the object was flying
from the southwest to the northeast and then turned north, as shown in the image.
This investigator believes the object was not associated with the nearby Westheimer Airport.
Aircraft would be using Runway 35 (north to south) because of wind conditions shown
below. Runway 35 has a right turn traffic pattern making the craft on the wrong side of the
airport for a landing approach or departure.

Time (CDT): Temp.: Dew Point: Humidity: Sea Level Pressure: Visibility: Wind Dir: Wind Speed: Gust Speed: Precip: Events: Conditions:

9:35 AM
9:55 AM
10:15 AM
10:35 AM

73.4 °F
73.4 °F
77.0 °F
78.8 °F

59.0 °F
59.0 °F
60.8 °F
60.8 °F

61%
61%
57%
54%

29.72 in
29.71 in
29.70 in
29.72 in

10.0 miles
10.0 miles
10.0 miles
10.0 miles

SSW
SSW
SSW
SSW

19.6 mph
18.4 mph
16.1 mph
13.8 mph

24.2 mph
24.2 mph
19.6 mph

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

The witness in this sighting is Mr. James xxxxx. The sighting report gave no email address
but did provide a phone number. This investigator phoned Mr. xxxxx, connected with his
voice mail and left a message requesting a return call and an interview. No return phone
call was received.
Report 9M-Summary Conclusion:

Although the witness in this report, Mr. xxxxx, was not contacted, his sighting report
provided information which is consistent with Reports 1 and 2 which all occurred within 16
miles of each other. While the object remains unknown, it is the opinion of this investigator
that Report 9M is related to the other triangle reports in this investigation.

Report 10M
MUFON #37755 04/25/2012 2220 hrs Norman, Ok.
This investigator sent the anonymous witness (no name on the MUFON sighting report) an
email request for a telephone interview at 1409 hrs on 04/21/2013 and received a reply
that the yahoo email account (normund427@yahoo.com) no longer existed. No
communication with the witness was made in this investigation.
The witness’ description of the event from the MUFON CMS is as follows:
In response to UFO over OU campus, I DID see a strange light, very bright. This is mainly in responce to the
report of a "lightless" object over OU campus around 10PM 4/25/2012. I was leaving a well known "Center"
near (within 2 miles) of campus around (guesstimating) 10:20 PM Wed NT. I say guesstimating then because I
got home at 10:40PM and its usually a 20 min drive to and from. So it mustve been around ~10:20PM or so.

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

Unlike what you described, the only reason I even noticed this was because it was SO bright and extremely low
to me, and seemed awfully quiet and stationary to be an airplane. If it was a star I sure as heck didnt notice it
before tonight. Anyway, when I pulled out of the parking lot onto the road I didnt notice it anymore, so I kind of
wondered where it went or what it was. I didnt really have aliens on my mind then, but I wondered and briefly
thought, maybe I saw a UFO. I dismissed it pretty quick and didnt think anything else about it till I got a text
from a buddy of mine back home who loves UFO stuff and actually texted me at 1:00AM in the morning to ask
me if I noticed anything strange (UFO wise) around 10:00 last night out here on Campus, then I remembered
what I saw. For whatever its worth ( and Ive never been much of believer in this stuff), but for coincidence
sake... I will tell you what I saw looked like it was about ~ 2 to 3 football fields in distance Northwest from the
intersection of HWY 9 at Chautauqua in Norman around 10:15-:20 ish Wed Nt 4/25 in Norman OK, and looked a
large...almost "pinkish star (huge star) about ~200 to 400ft above the ground that just seemed to disappear,
although I never saw it "disappear", I just noticed it was there one second and gone prety quick to be an
airplane.

Exhibit 15 - above
Exhibit 15 is an image from the Stellarium Software showing Venus in the northwest at 17
degrees above the horizon at the time of the sighting. In his statement the witness describes
the object as a, “pinkish star (huge star) about 200-400 feet above the ground.”
Report 10M-SummaryConclusion:

It is the opinion of this investigator that the witness, as previously stated in Report 6N, was
one of the many people in April of 2012 to actually observed and misidentify the planet
Venus. Report 10M is not related to the triangle sightings in this investigation.

Report 11M
MUFON Case 37779 04/26/2012 2145 hrs Dallas, Tx.

This case was originally assigned to this investigator on 04/27/2012.
Information regarding this investigation is given below;
This investigator conducted a telephone interview with the witness at 1422 on 04/28/2012.
The following is information stated by the witness to this investigator;
The witness was at her home in east Dallas with a friend Thursday April, 26 th and observed
the object between 2145 and 2200 hours. As they were looking up something passed by
and obscured their view of Mars. The witness stated that the object was triangular with
rounded edges and appeared “organic but still metallic”. She stated that she believed it
was trying to camouflage itself. The object seemed to change shape or vary its shape as she
observed it. The witness believed that the object was a dull metallic gray and that it
reminded her of mercury in that is stayed the same but changed its shape to somewhat of
an oval. She also likened the object to a jellyfish floating in the current. The object was the
size of a ping-pong ball when held at arm’s length. There were no lights associated with the
object other than a type of soft glow around the outside edges which also was described (by
the witness) as a “cloudy mist” around it. The witness was aware that there were clouds in
the northwest but none in the direction of the object. The witness stated that the object was
the altitude of a “low flying plane” and estimates the altitude of the object to be 1000 – 2000
feet but could not be certain. The witness stated that the objects were at an altitude such
that if they were airliners going to a local airport, she would have been able to hear them,
but she could not hear any noise associated with the 2 objects she observed. At the time of
the sighting there were no aircraft in the sky that she recalled. The witness and her friend
observed the craft for approximately twenty seconds. The object was moving in a strait path
towards the north northwest. The witness walked along a path in her yard to keep the
object in sight but the object disappeared into clouds.
Two or three minutes later the witness noticed the second object. The second object came
from more of an easterly direction moving north northwest, the same direction as the first
object. It did not change shape, had a much wider wingspan (than the first object) and was
described by the witness as being a boomerang shape. The witness observed the second
object for approximately 10 seconds. There were no lights associated with this object other
than a slight glow around the edges. There was no sound associated with this object. The
boomerang object would have been the size of a baseball when held at arms length. This
larger size was due to the extreme wing span of the object.

Exhibit 16 - above
Exhibit 16 was emailed to this investigator by the witness to best depict the object she
observed.
The following statement was taken from the sighting report submitted by the witness:
Sitting outside with a friend in East Dallas looking at the stars when my friend pointed out movement overhead.
We observed an object about 1000 to 1500 ft above. What we saw could easily have been overlooked at first as
it was emitting no light or sound. The object which was about the size of a plane, at first seemed triangular in
shape but subtly changed in shape (kind of like mercury) to a boomerang appearance and at times ovular it was
a dull grey color with a hazy mist and seemed to at times have a faint glow. We watched as the object moved
NNW. 2 to 2 minutes later we observed a second boomerang-like object much more elongated and thin than
the first. This object could have at first glance passed as a flock of birds flying in V formation however it was
solid, emitted a low glow and was heading smoothly NNW as well.
Report 11M-Summary Conclusion:

The witness stated that the first object was triangular in shape but changed shape to more
of a boomerang configuration and later was more of an oval. The object was moving north
northwest. Approximately two minutes later another object appeared, more from the east
and was also traveling north northwest. Then the witness stated “This object could have
passed as a flock of birds flying in a V formation.” This investigator is in the uncomfortable
position of amending his own original sighting report. After reviewing the 10 previous cases,
it is the opinion of this investigator based on the description given by the witness and the
other sighting of migrating birds (Report 7N in this investigation) that the witness observed
waterfowl flying north in the annual spring migration. Report 11M is not related to the
triangle reports in this investigation.

Expert Statement: This investigator did not seek the assistance of any individual, with
specific knowledge or expertise, to aid in the investigation of this report.
Logistics/Analytical:

A search was conducted of the MUFON CMS http://mufoncms.com/cgi-bin/login for
information regarding other cases related to this investigation.
A general search of the internet was conducted on the yahoo search engine
http://search.yahoo.com for information regarding other cases related to this
investigation.
Google Earth software program was used to obtain information regarding geographical
information including; GPS positions, distances, direction, etc… in this case.
Weather Underground http://www.wunderground.com was used to obtain information
regarding weather conditions at the time of the sighting.

